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The New Things. That great change which we spoke
about in connection with the middle of the fifteenth century
and the beginning of the Wars of the Roses in England—the
new voyages of discovery, the beginnings of printing, the fall of
Constantinople, the revival of the old Roman-Greek model in
painting, architecture, and sculpture, and, most important of all,
the strain that was appearing between the official organization
of the Church—had developed between the date 1450 and the
date 1485, thirty-five years, the active part of a human life. The
memory of a divided Papacy had died down; the chief office in
Christendom was united and secure, but it carried less moral
weight than of old, and seemed more and more of an Italian
principate, concerned with its own politics, great revenue, and
diplomacy.
Printing had developed by 1485 from a tentative experiment
to an active social agent. The art had arisen in the Rhine
valley; it was Germans who carried it originally throughout the
West. It had not yet produced any profound effect upon
society, for it always takes a long time for a new invention to
develop into a regular social habit; and as with printing so with
artillery. The use of cannon in so reliable a form as to change
the art of war and ultimately destroy the medieval type of castle
and town wall, by rendering them useless for permanent
defence, had been slowly developing for a long time. It was by
now, in 1485, in full swing, but men had not yet fully appreciated
what it was destined to do* Similarly in the field of religion the
protests against the 'crystallization' of Church methods, especi-
ally in matters of Church income, were continuous and had
become a habit. The whole world was filled with a demand for
"the reform of Head and Members"; but the old habits
continued, and their evil effects increased. Now that the
Papacy was settled again it especially dreaded the revival of the

